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CUT OUTS

LIME GREEN
HOT PINK

FRINGE
STATEMENT TROUSER

ROUND BRUSH BLOWOUTS
THE RACHEL

BOLD CONTRAST
BRIGHT BALAYAGE



CUT
OUTS



They started to make a
comeback in 2021 however
they are bigger than ever
this year, celebrities and

models are loving the
negative space trend and it

adds a little space to
your everyday style. Cutouts
come in all shapes and sizes
so there is something for

everyone.

cutouts
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This next one might make the grinch
jump with joy. Lime green is making
a comeback. This y2k Esque tribute
is making its way into summer 2022

fashion trends. Many big name
fashion brands such as Stella

McCartney and Valentino are making
this a feature in their fancy party

dresses. 

limegreen



hotpink



Highlighter hues are really making
return this spring/summer. If
green isn’t your colour pink is
another great colour option. This
is a great beach attire colour or
going all out on your everyday

looks

hotpink



statement
trousers



There isn’t anything better than a
coloured trouser suit! They say all
trends come back eventually and 80’s
oversized power suits are bolder than
ever. With wide leg pants and eye

catching colours. These suits will do
all the heavy lifting in your office

wardrobe

statement
trousers



fringe



Take advantage of skirts and
dresses this season and add
full fringe to your evening
wear. Silky and shimmery is
best to glam up your look or
use a slightly thicker fringe
to add to an everyday look.

fringe



round brush
blowouts



The fluffy bouncy blowouts of the
90’s are back. To achieve this look
easily at home, pick up an amok

blowout brush for an easy salon look
at home. 

round brush
blowouts



the rachel



 
 

Want a change without
cutting your hair too
short?  Defined faced

framing layers change up
any look without losing

the length.

 

the rachel
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Bold contrast inspired by
the 90s but done in a

modern way. Style this look
with a beach wave for a

softer look. 
 
 

the money
piece



bright
balayage



 
For all these summer lovers
this one is for you. Turn up
the volume on the sun kissed
hair, Blonde balayages are
getting brighter with more

stark contrast. 

bright
balayage



botanical
repair



With summer comes darker skin
and lighter hair. 

Repair and protect your hair
with botanical repair. Its
hydrating, light weight and

keeps the summer blonde strong
and heat protected 

botanical
repair



nutriplenish
leave in

conditioner



This is a must have product for summer. It
has UV filters to protect your hair from
the drying effects of the sun, plus it

makes for a great detangler. Keep this in
your beach bag with a wet brush for easy

on-the-go detangling after a swim!

nutriplenish
leave in

conditioner


